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1) What is a Map? 

a) The mark of Geography. 

b) Representation of a geographic area 

c) The parts of the world 

 

2) How many types of maps are there? 

a) 5 

b) 2 

c) 10 

 

3) Give two types of maps? 

a) Topographic Maps and Thematic maps 

b) Route and air maps 

c) Sea and land maps 

 

4) What is the name of the basic type of map used to represent land areas? 

a) Topographic map 

b) Route and air maps 

c) Thematic maps 

 

 

5)  Which maps show cultural features and political boundaries, such as the limits of 

towns, countries, and states? 

a) Topographic maps 

b) Thematic maps 

c) Sea and land maps 

 

 

6) A thematic map displays information regarding a specific data set, such as the average 

population density in a certain area. 

a) True 

b) False 

 

7)  What is a thematic map?  

a) A thematic map is a kind of map which displays information regarding a specific 

data set, such as the average population density in a certain area. 

b) A thematic map is a kind of map which maps show cultural features and political 

boundaries, such as the limits of towns, countries, and states 

c) None of the above 
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8)  What is the use of Hydrographic charts? 

a) It is use for the navigation of ships 

b) It is use for the navigation of cars 

c) It is use for the navigation of planes 

 

9)  Thematic maps are also known as special -purpose maps. 

a) True 

b) False 

 

10) What is a relief map? 

a) It is a three-dimensional model of the terrain of an area 

b) It is a five-square model of land area 

c) None of the above 

 

11) The earliest existing maps were made by the 

a) The Babylonians 

b) The Greeks 

c) The Americans  

 

       12) In which year was the earliest existing maps made 

  a) about 1655  

              b) about 2300 BC 

              c) about1000 AD  

 

13) The first map to represent the known world is believed to be made by 

  a) American Historian Wilbur Cortez Abbott 

              b) Greek Philosopher Anaximander 

              c) German Geographer Friedrich Ratzel 

 

      14)  who produced the map in 1507 which was the first to clearly separate North and 

South America from Asia. 

     a) Martin Waldseemüller, a German cartographer 

              b) Greek Philosopher Anaximander 

              c) Abraham Ortelius, a Flemish mapmaker 

 

15)  who published the first modern atlas in 1570 known as the Orbis Terrarum. 

     a) Martin Waldseemüller, a German cartographer 

              b) Greek Philosopher Anaximander 

              c) Abraham Ortelius, a Flemish mapmaker 
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Valid answers in green 

1) What is a Map? 

a) The mark of Geography. 

b) Representation of a geographic area 

c) The parts of the world 

 

2) How many types of maps are there? 

a) 5 

b) 2 

c) 10 

 

3) Give two types of maps? 

a) Topographic Maps and Thematic maps 

b) Route and air maps 

c) Sea and land maps 

 

4) What is the name of the basic type of map used to represent land areas? 

a) Topographic map 

b) Route and air maps 

c) Thematic maps 

 

 

5)  Which maps show cultural features and political boundaries, such as the limits of 

towns, countries, and states? 

a) Topographic maps 

b) Thematic maps 

c) Sea and land maps 

 

 

6) A thematic map displays information regarding a specific data set, such as the average 

population density in a certain area. 

a) True 

b) False 

 

7)  What is a thematic map?  

a) A thematic map is a kind of map which displays information regarding a specific 

data set, such as the average population density in a certain area. 

b) A thematic map is a kind of map which maps show cultural features and political 

boundaries, such as the limits of towns, countries, and states 

c) None of the above 
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8)  What is the use of Hydrographic charts? 

a) It is use for the navigation of ships 

b) It is use for the navigation of cars 

c) It is use for the navigation of planes 

 

9)  Thematic maps are also known as special -purpose maps. 

a) True 

b) False 

 

10) What is a relief map? 

a) It is a three-dimensional model of the terrain of an area 

b) It is a five-square model of land area 

c) None of the above 

 

11) The earliest existing maps were made by the 

a) The Babylonians 

b) The Greeks 

c) The Americans  

 

       12) In which year was the earliest existing maps made 

  a) about 1655  

              b) about 2300 BC 

              c) about1000 AD  

 

13) The first map to represent the known world is believed to be made by 

  a) American Historian Wilbur Cortez Abbott 

              b) Greek Philosopher Anaximander 

              c) German Geographer Friedrich Ratzel 

 

      14)  who produced the map in 1507 which was the first to clearly separate North and 

South America from Asia. 

     a) Martin Waldseemüller, a German cartographer 

              b) Greek Philosopher Anaximander 

              c) Abraham Ortelius, a Flemish mapmaker 

 

15)  who published the first modern atlas in 1570 known as the Orbis Terrarum. 

     a) Martin Waldseemüller, a German cartographer 

              b) Greek Philosopher Anaximander 

              c) Abraham Ortelius, a Flemish mapmaker 
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